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Nordgreen’s vision is to position itself 
as a pioneer in Scandinavian design.  We 
want to create awareness of the current 
challenges facing our planet and the 
people living on it, and live up to our 
responsibilities as a company. 

We see our watches as a physical 
manifestation of these motivations, which 
we want to bring to as many wrists as 
possible.

Our story began with the idea of a 
“proactive” company that could design 
meaningful timepieces while making 
positive changes for the environment. Our 
founders, Pascar Sivam and Vasilij Brandt, 
envisioned traditional Scandinavian 
design at the intersection of function and 
aesthetics that could be carried on to 
future generations.

About us



Our design 
philosophy
Our design comes from the bottom of 
our hearts. It is about thoughtfulness. A 
distillation of the qualities and style of our 
hometown Copenhagen.

Our goal is to create high quality watches 
that reflect a piece of our home. They 
represent a timeless aesthetic and high 
functionality, and remind us to give 
something good back to the world. 

Jakob Wagner has been leaving his mark 
on the Scandinavian design scene for 

25 years now. His craft is characterized 
by good taste and a balance of aesthetic 
appeal and practical value. He is known 
for his work with the likes of Bang & 
Olufsen, Hay, B&B Italia and Cappellini.

His design of Nordgreen’s Pioneer model 
won the 2020 Red Dot Design Award. The 
Philosopher won the 2021 iF Design Award 
and the Good Design Award Japan.



“I don’t think so much about the product itself, and 
more about the person using it and the context. We 
all maintain certain relationships with our objects. 
I see myself as the person who makes sure that 
relationship is and stays a good one.”

Jakob Wagner, HEAD OF DESIGN
Interior Design Magazine, June 18, 2018



“We believe that health, a clean environment and a comprehensive education should be 
basic rights for all. However, the harsh reality is that much of the world is not granted 
these rights. Motivated by our Danish values, we knew when we founded Nordgreen that we 
wanted to do our part to solve this problem. There was no longer any excuse not to pitch in 
and give back.”

- Pascar Sivam & Vasilij Brandt

Social 
responsibility

Every watch sold contributes to one of three charitable causes. Our customers decide which 
project is closest to their hearts. We encourage them to choose the charity themselves, but 
regardless, a portion of the proceeds from each watch sold will otherwise be distributed to 
our charitable partner organizations.



We partnered with Water for Good, so that 
when you purchase a watch, you will give 
two months of clean water to one person 
in the The Central African Republic.

+100.000 months
 
of clean drinking water donated to people 
in The Central African Republic

Health



Education

We partnered with Pratham UK, so that 
when you buy a watch, you will give one 
month of education to a child in India.

+50.000 months
 
of education provided to children in India



Environment

We partnered with Cool Earth, so that 
when you purchase a watch, you will 
preserve 50 sqm of rain forest in Latin 
America.

+2.000.000 sqm
 
of rainforest preserved in Latin America



The materials
We are constantly working to transform all aspects of our business for the 
better and are consistently successful in pursuing the goal of carbon neutrality. 
Nordgreen’s sustainable commitment is centered around various measures for 
traceability and transparency of our supply chains, such as material sourcing, 
product shipping and logistics. A total of 9 international certificates - among others 
from GOTS, GRS, Fairtrade and Greenguard - prove that we take our responsibility 
towards the environment very seriously.



Leather straps Vegan leather straps
All our leather complies with the EU REACH chemicals regulation and comes from 
tanneries in Italy, all of which are members of the Leather Working Group (LWG) and 
AQC or comply with ISO9001 and ISO14001 standards. 

Our vegan leather contains no conflict minerals, heavy metal stabilizers, plastic 
phthalates, persistent organic pollutants or toxic byproducts. Over 99% of solvents 
are recovered and recycled.



316L Steel FSC packaging
All watch cases as well as our metal straps are made of the highest quality 
hypoallergenic 316L stainless steel. The colored metals are also PVD coated to 
ensure the best possible scratch resistance.

Our Nordgreen packaging is made from recycled paper and recycled plastic bottles 
and is designed to use as little material as possible.Our shipping boxes are made 
from FSC certified cardboard.



Designed by Jakob Wagner, Guardian is more than a 
watch. It’s a movement. A state of mind. It’s a symbol 
not just of caring about the environment and humanity, 
but of having the strength of mind and strength of 
character to actively help.

Price: 699 EUR

Made from 85% recycled stainless steel
Premium automatic movement
Robust sapphire glass
Nordgreen’s Ultimate celebration for people and the planet





Pioneer
The Pioneer is a timepiece that goes beyond the parameters of a conventional 
watch. The chronograph embodies humanity’s quest for a better future by constantly 
redefining the limits of what is possible.

Prices: 235-279€ MSRP
Colors: silver, gold, rose gold, gun metal
Sizes: 42mm
Dial Colors: black, blue, white, green, brown





Philosopher
This watch celebrates curiosity, passionate, bold ideas and the ability to think 
differently as an individual to improve the future for the community.  

Prices: 165-209€ MSRP
Colors: silver, gold, rose gold, gun metal
Sizes: 40mm, 36mm
Dial Colors: white, black, brushed metal





Native
The Native is defined by balance: a modern interpretation of a classic watch that will 
give long-lasting pleasure with a timeless silhouette.

Prices: 145-189€ MSRP 
Colors: silver, gold, rose gold, gun metal
Sizes: 40mm, 36mm, 32mm, 28mm
Dial Colors: black, blue, white, mother of pearl





Infinity
The Infinity is strikingly simple and stunning at the same time. It was designed with 
a subtle approach towards modern minimalism.

Prices: 155-199€ MSRP
Colors: silver, gold, rose gold
Sizes: 32mm
Dial Colors: white





Unika
Inspired by the women of Copenhagen with their subtle elegance and versatility, 
Unika celebrates cosmopolitan, progressive beauty.

Prices: 205-229€ MSRP
Colors: silver, gold, rose gold
Sizes: 32mm, 28mm
Dial Colors: white, black, rainbow black, brushed metal





Nordgreen’s influencer team consists of 
employees from 10 different countries.  
With team members in different locations, 
we ensure fast response times and better 
relationships with our influencers, directly in 
the markets. 

In 2021, we were able to acquire 5,000 
influencers across all markets for just one of 
our campaigns.

Nordgreen has highly professional online 
marketing and is putting massive promotional 
efforts in action, which also helps our 
retailers worldwide sell our brand with high 
stock turnover of 2 - 4 per year.

Work with influencers



We invest significant sums in online marketing every year to build ever-growing customer 
and community bases in online and offline markets.  In many markets, in addition to social 
media, we use affiliate partners, newsletters, our own blog and the store locator on our 
homepage to drive shoppers to our partner stores.

We also always encourage our retailers to use our rich content database with inspiring 
product and lifestyle images, and videos for their own social media channels or online 
stores.  In addition, we actively promote sell-through with our partners by providing their 
stores with free A1 posters, high-quality watch displays and eco-friendly watch packaging, 
as well as regular giveaway items along with associated A5 promotional POS signs. 

POS Marketing
We are planning additional in-store sales promotion measures together with our 
partners. We will also support our new partners online with a free “Geotargeting 
campaign” worth around €200 at the start of the cooperation. Here, interested end 
customers in the vicinity of the retail partner are explicitly sent information about 
the availability of the brand at the new location with the name of the store online 
via various channels, so that they look at the watches on site in the store and buy 
them there.



BRAND

Strong focus on environmental protection, sustainability and social commitment: we 
take all necessary steps to ensure that our products and the way they are made are as 
sustainable as possible, for example by means of packaging created from recycled material 
or collaborations with sustainable manufactories.

PRODUCT

Very commercial price ranges from 144-279€ MSRP.
Excellent workmanship and high quality material = return rate less than 1%.
Sapphire crystal to be introduced on all models in 2022.
Scratch resistant PVD plating on colored cases and metal straps.
Two-year warranty on all products.
Exclusive use of Japanese Miyota quality quartz movements.
Interchangeable bracelets (“Quickchange System”).
Constant +90% availability of the entire collection.

Many good reasons for 
a cooperation with us

Volore dolles Volore dolles



DISTRIBUTION

High retailer margins ensure a high profit for our partners.
Ongoing bonus promotions (e.g. free exchange straps or similar with the purchase of a 
Nordgreen product).
Our sales policy is partnership-based: we do not bypass the trade and sell ALL of our 
products to our trade partners.
Fairness: we offer all our online sales promotions to our partners.
We do not demand any package or sales target specifications. 
Possible additional business: exchangeable wristbands increase the average receipt and 
follow-up purchases.

Many good reasons for a 
cooperation with us
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